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Device-free context awareness is important to many applications. There are two broadly used approaches
for device-free context awareness, i.e. video-based and radio-based. Video-based approaches can deliver
good performance, but privacy is a serious concern. Radio-based context awareness applications have drawn
researchers’ attention instead because it does not violate privacy and radio signal can penetrate obstacles. The
existing works design explicit methods for each radio based application. Furthermore, they use one additional
step to extract features before conducting classification and exploit deep learning as a classification tool.
Although this feature extraction step helps explore patterns of raw signals, it generates unnecessary noise
and information loss. The use of raw CSI signal without initial data processing was, however, considered
as no usable patterns. In this paper, we are the first to propose an innovative deep learning based general
framework for both signal processing and classification. The key novelty of this paper is that the framework
can be generalised for all the radio-based context awareness applications with the use of raw CSI. We also
eliminate the extra work to extract features from raw radio signals. We conduct extensive evaluations to show
the superior performance of our proposed method and its generalisation.
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INTRODUCTION

Context awareness, e.g. activity recognition, gesture recognition, etc., is an essential component
in many fields, such as health monitoring [29], emergency response [31], etc. Many approaches
based on cameras and wearable sensors have been designed [7, 15, 35]. Camera-based solutions
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use informative images and show excellent performance for context recognition, especially when
integrating additional depth sensors, e.g. Microsoft Kinect [15]. Motion-based context awareness
applications are also prevalent by taking advantage of widely used motion sensors in mobile
phones and smartwatches. Unfortunately, these solutions still have their limitations. Camera-based
solutions have a privacy concern, especially when the captured images have to be stored and
processed in the cloud. Although there is no privacy concern for motion sensor-based approaches,
wearable devices must be carried and worn in proper manners to collect data by built-in sensors.
This is inconvenient for older adults who may often forget to carry wearable devices. The wireless
radio signal has broadly been investigated for device-free context awareness to resolve these issues.
Halperin et al. [5] introduced a custom modified firmware based on a standard off-the-shelf WiFi
card, Intel 5300 802.11n MIMO radio, which can provide informative Channel State Information
(CSI) from Physical Layer. CSI measurements significantly increase resolution compared with the
traditional Received Signal Strength (RSS), which helps realise many radio-based device free context
awareness applications. The WiFi devices are widely deployed in an indoor environment, such as
office and home, etc., and its ubiquity further stimulates its large-scale device-free application. CSI
measurements collected from multiple radio devices deployed in the area of interests (AoI) can
capture radio interference caused by monitored people. The patterns from CSI measurements due
to the multi-path effect are mapped to relevant contexts. Recently, emerging radio-based context
awareness applications (such as activity recognition [30–32], gesture recognition [13], “lip-read”
[25], identity recognition [40], etc.) have been studied and can have equivalent performance as the
traditional applications using wearable devices and cameras. The radio-based device-free context
awareness applications gain a competitive advantage without requiring people to carry any device
and breaking the privacy.
CSI based context awareness applications widely use supervised machine learning techniques
which require the training stage to analyse labelled CSI measurements and derive a context
awareness model. Both classic machine learning techniques (e.g., k-Nearest Neighbour [20], Sparse
Representation Classification[31, 32, 40], etc.) and deep learning techniques (e.g. [13, 24, 27, 28, 41,
42]) have also been introduced for CSI based applications. One customised method is particularly
designed for each application. An initial step for CSI data pre-processing further extracts features for
classification. Raw complex-valued CSI measurements have been commonly considered as no usable
and recognisable patterns without any data pre-processing due to their asynchronous phase. The
existing research works all use the initial data processing as the first step[13, 20, 24, 27, 28, 31, 40–42].
As a result, recognition performance is highly relevant to these data processing methods. In contrast,
the other successful fields of state-of-the-art machine learning applications, such as computer vision,
use an entirely different strategy for pattern recognition. Without using any initial data processing
methods, most computer vision techniques use raw images to train deep neural network (DNN)
models and still significantly outperform traditional methods. They also use a general framework
for computer vision-based applications [21]. They only need to modify the configurations or
architectures for each particular application, but the whole DNN structure is still based on that
general framework. Motivated by this, we design a novel DNN based general framework using raw
CSI measurements without any additional feature selection and data pre-processing. We aim to
generalise our framework to radio-based device-free context awareness applications. Our proposed
method is capable of (1) preserving all the information without any pattern loss caused by an initial
data processing stage1 , which equips itself with the ability of the generalisation and (2) revealing
more information and patterns contained in raw CSI to achieve better performance. Capable of both
1 The

information loss will be detailed in Section 3 and further quantifiably confirmed in Section 5.1.3 with the performance
improvement compared with the existing method using initial data processing.
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signal processing and classification, our proposed DNN framework attains excellent performance.
As far as we know, we are the first to propose a general framework for radio-based application and
directly use the raw CSI measurements to train the DNN model without any pre-processing.
To summarise, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to propose an innovative deep learning
based framework using raw CSI data for context awareness without any feature selection
and initial data pre-processing. This technical novelty of the model is the capability of using
raw CSI data and, thus, being generalised to radio-based context awareness applications.
• We show the intuition and theoretical explanations in detail for the application of the raw CSI
on training the DNN model. We also reveal the reason why the proposed general framework
from raw CSI measurements can improve performance.
• We conduct extensive evaluations on various datasets to demonstrate the generalisation
of our framework. We first design the DNN structure based on the general framework for
radio-based device-free gesture recognition. We evaluate our proposed structure by using
public CSI gesture recognition datasets that include 270 gestures and achieve approximately
100% accuracy.
• We further take advantage of our proposed general framework to design a DNN structure for
activity recognition. We perform evaluations on CSI based activity recognition datasets in
radio frequency interfered environment, which achieves equivalent performance as the previous work without any data processing. This confirms that the framework can be generalised
for radio-based context awareness applications.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is related work. Section 3 shows the
background of CSI and the motivation of our method. The proposed DNN model is illustrated in
Section 4 and evaluated in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related research works in context awareness from radio data. The objects
and people in one environment can reflect and diffract radio waves due to the multiple-path effect.
This radio frequency perturbations can be detected by both the coarse-grained and fine-grained
radio signal characteristics.
The radio signal has been used for context awareness applications, such as gesture recognition.
WiSee designed by Adib et al. [2] and WiVi designed by Pu et al. [18] used software-defined radio
to extract the Doppler effect caused by the gesture. In order to reduce energy consumption, Kellogg
et al. [9] built AllSee that used RFID tags and power-harvesting sensors for gesture recognition.
To further improve the resolution of the radio signal based localisation and gesture recognition,
Adib et al. [1] designed WiTrack and obtained time-of-flight from the Frequency Modulated Carrier
Wave (FMCW) technology for localisation in 3 dimensions.
Instead of using special software-defined radio equipment for those applications, RSS, which
can be readily obtained from off-the-shelf radio cards, have been broadly used in device-free
localisation applications[8, 33, 34, 37, 45, 46]. The coarse RSS was also successfully applied for
gesture recognition [14].
However, sufficient characteristic information cannot be acquired from RSSI. To fulfil the gap,
Halperin et al. [5] and Xie et al. [36] modified drivers of off-the-shelf WiFi cards, i.e. Intel 5300 and
Atheros 9390, and obtained fine-grained Channel State Information (CSI) from the Physical layer of
the customised hardware. The acquaintance of fine-grained features motivates many radio-based
applications. Sen et al. used modified WiFi 5300 cards and collected CSI for indoor localisation
[20]. Zhou et al. [47] also applied CSI information for omnidirectional passive human detection.
ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2019.
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Gesture recognition application and activity recognition applications have been proposed by using
fine-grained CSI information[13, 14, 24, 30, 31]. CSI based lip-read, emotion recognition applications
and identity recognition applications were designed in [25, 26, 38, 40, 44]. There are also other
context awareness research works using CSI, such as breath detection[39], sleep monitoring[12]
and motion detection[4]. Moreover, phase information from CSI is used by research works for
radio-based device-free applications as additional supplementary information [13, 19, 28, 29].
Deep learning, a branch of machine learning, is introduced for radio-based context awareness
applications. Wang et al. [27, 28] designed indoor localisation systems by using deep learning
techniques along with CSI phase information. [24, 42] and [41] also designed deep learning models
for CSI based activity recognition and human identification, respectively. Ma et al. [13] took
advantage of deep learning techniques and showed the feasibility of using 20 MHz radio band to
recognise 276 gestures. These research works process CSI data initially and use deep learning as
a classification tool. A specialised method is designed for each application. Different from these
works, we propose a general framework for radio-based device-free applications. Our proposed
framework conducts context awareness with raw CSI and outperforms the existing work without
requiring any pre-processed CSI.
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Fig. 1. Examples of data processing - Part 1 (a) Raw data for three samples in the complex plane; (b) CSI
amplitudes before normalisation with similar shapes but different values for the corresponding samples
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BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The WiFi physical layer uses a multi-carrier modulation method called Orthogonal FrequencyDivision Multiplexing (OFDM). At the common 2.4GHz WiFi band, the bandwidth of one channel is
20 MHz, and each channel has 52 subcarriers2 . The frequency response and phase shift of the centre
frequency of each subcarrier are contained in CSI. The context variation significantly differentiates
the multipath propagation of wireless signals and can be well reflected by CSI. The sensitivity of
CSI to surrounding environments is broadly explored for context awareness by using supervised
machine learning techniques.
2 30

of the total 52 subcarriers in each channel at the 2.4GHz WiFi band can be reached when using the modified firmware
of Intel 5300 WiFi card.
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Fig. 3. Examples of data processing - Part 3 (a) Raw phase data after unwrapping with the default threshold
𝜋; (b) Raw phase data after sanitisation proposed by [20]

Specifically, to make a prediction, supervised machine learning techniques require an explicit
trained model obtained at the training stage using labelled data. The good quality of training data
is exceptionally beneficial for increasing prediction accuracy. Two main factors prominently affect
the quality of training data, i.e. the distance between classes and within one class. The high-quality
training data further enlarge the distance between classes and narrow the distance within one
class[23, 32], which plays a vital role in improving recognition accuracy.
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Fig. 4. Examples of data processing - Part 4 (a) Slope changes of CSI phases due to the asynchronous clock;
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One CSI measurement is contained in a complex-valued vector 𝐶 = [𝐶 1, 𝐶 2, ...𝐶𝑛 ], where 𝑛
is the number of subcarriers. To better illustrate the steps of CSI signal processing, we select 3
neighbouring subcarriers among them as an example. 3 CSI samples are continuously collected
in a very short period during a static gesture is performed in order to ensure no changes in
the surrounding environment. The raw CSI measurements in the complex domain are shown in
Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows the amplitudes of these 3 CSI samples.
Many radio-based applications conduct context prediction only using CSI normalised amplitude
information [30, 31] and phase-based or complex-valued CSI[13, 27, 32]. We first discuss these data
processing methods here and their limitations.
Amplitude information is the absolute values of each CSI subcarrier, able to provide relatively
good performance for many radio context awareness applications. Normalisation is also applied
because of the RSS variation as the example shown in Figure 1(b). Figure 2(a) demonstrates the
consistency of normalised CSI amplitude information for a static context. However, the lack of
phase information degrades recognition performance in many complicated scenarios, such as
context awareness in radio frequency interference [32] or with a large number of classes [13],
where complementary phase information needs to be explored. It has been shown that the use of
phase information can improve the true detection rate up to 10% [32]. Due to a random phase shift in
OFDM from the unsynchronised time between the transmitter and receiver, it is, however, challenging
to directly use the phase information without explicitly processing in these existing applications. Sen
et al. [20] proposed a CSI data sanitisation method to calculate the phase information, which is
massively used by phase-based or complex-valued CSI context awareness applications[13, 27, 32].
The sanitisation method firstly unwraps the raw phase and calculates the phase slope and offset
to eliminate the phase shift. Complex-valued vectors can be constructed using the normalised
amplitude and phase vectors. The step of unwrapping corrections aims to correct radian phase
angles to avoid the jump between consecutive subcarriers. In the unwrapping process, when the
phase difference between neighbouring subcarriers is above an artificial threshold (the default
threshold is 𝜋), a compensation 2𝜋 is added/subtracted to the phases of its following subcarriers.
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CSI based context awareness commonly relies on supervised machine learning techniques.
Different contexts derive multiple radio transmitting paths resulting in distinguishable CSI patterns,
while the same context should be indicated by similar CSI patterns. However, improper signal
processing may introduce unnecessary errors. Taking unwrapping CSI phases as an example, the
phase difference of many consecutive subcarriers is extremely close to the artificial unwrapping
threshold. Unwrapping method is only applied to the samples of which the phase difference of
these consecutive subcarriers is above the threshold, while the rest samples stay unchanged. The
use of the artificial threshold may introduce notably inconstant situations for these consecutive
CSI samples within one context because not all of those neighbouring subcarriers in samples are
treated by unwrapping. Figure 2(b) and Figure 3(b) are examples to further imply the unnecessary
unreliability of CSI measurements caused by the unwrapping step. Phases for the three samples
in Figure 1(a) without any processing are shown in Figure 2(b). The phase difference between
subcarriers 1 and 2 of sample 3 is above the artificial threshold 𝜋. Therefore, after applying the
unwrapping approach, the phases of sample 3 are unwrapped, and the phases of samples 1 and 2
stay unchanged, as shown in Figure 3(a). Please note that the similar shapes of the raw samples 2
and 3 become completely different after unwrapping step. Except for the unavoidable noise, another
reason to result in this unwrapping issue is the changes in slope due to the asynchronous clock,
which is demonstrated by another example shown in Figure 4(a). The phases of these 3 samples
have the same shape with different orientations. Please note that the phase difference between
subcarriers 1 and 2, its difference in sample 2, above the default artificial threshold 𝜋, is much greater
than that in sample 1. As a result, the phase from sample 2 is the only case of being unwrapped
when processing their raw phases with the unwrapping method. The unwrapping step produces
unnecessary inconsistency and errors when applying supervised machine learning techniques
on those samples because supervised machine learning resorts to the repeatable patterns from
training data. The third reason for the instability at the unwrapping step is the different rotation
directions in the complex domain as shown in Figure 4(b). 𝜃 1 and 𝜃 2 indicate phases for the same
vector with anticlockwise and clockwise rotation in the complex domain, but 𝜃 2 is above the default
threshold for unwrapping. In other words, unwrapping in the CSI sanitisation method makes the
phase information feasible for context awareness but introduces unnecessary unreliability.
Similar to CSI, time series inertial measurements have multiple dimensions. Deep learning has
been applied on inertial measurements for context awareness [3]. However, raw CSI measurements
and IMU measurements have fundamental differences. Figure 5 shows examples of CSI measurements and IMU measurements, which shows continuous 100 samples of CSI and IMU measurements.
We collected these measurements using Intel IWL5300 [5] and iPhone X, respectively. From Figures
5(c) and 5(d), it is clearly seen that time series inertial measurements (acceleration measurements
and gyroscope measurements) are continuous. Different from inertial measurements, CSI measurements in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) are not as smooth as IMU measurements, especially the phase
information. The phase information fluctuates significantly considering its range between −𝜋 and
𝜋. Another difference between inertial measurements and IMU measurements is the measurement
dimension. Different from the fact that acceleration and gyroscope measurements are 3 dimension
data, CSI have 52 dimensions (i.e. sub-carriers) for each 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz channel with 20 MHz
bandwidth and 114 dimensions (i.e. sub-carriers) for each 5 GHz channel with 40 MHz bandwidth3 .
Image processing related applications [21] also often use DNN. However, different from CSI measurements, the neighbouring pixels in raw images have clear relations where DNN can learn these
patterns. In contrast, CSI raw data do not have strong and obvious patterns without pre-processing.
3 When

using Intel IWL5300 [5], CSI of 30 sub-carriers out of all are extracted.
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Fig. 5. Inertial measurements and raw CSI measurements

These differences make the use of deep learning on CSI more challenging than those on IMU data
and image data in these aspects, requiring more explicit effort for data analysis and model design.
To summarise, there are two main challenges for the use of raw CSI to improve the performance of
context awareness. First, the pattern of raw CSI, especially the phase information, is hidden without
the use of proper processing and recognition framework. Second, the current processing mechanism
can explore the patterns but accompany along potentially generated unavoidable unreliability due to
the noise. To address these issues, we, therefore, propose a deep learning based general framework
which considers the additional informative phase information along with the amplitude information
to improve CSI based context recognition performance and avoid unnecessary unreliability by
pruning any initial data pre-processing stage. Even though the unavoidable noise can involve
inconsistency to the processing method, deep learning is used to equip the proposed model with
the ability to recognise distinguishable patterns within noisy CSI measurements, which avoids
inconsistency mentioned above as well as preserves CSI patterns within raw CSI. Deep learning
has been applied on CSI measurements in the existing work [13], but its performance on raw CSI is
not satisfying4 . Since the raw CSI does not contain any visible repeated patterns, an explicit design
of a general novel DNN structure to facilitate automatic pattern learning is of great importance.
4 Results

can be found in Section 5.1.3.
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Fig. 6. DNN models for CSI based context awareness

4

GENERAL FRAMEWORK: CSI BASED CONTEXT AWARENESS USING DEEP
LEARNING

The sanitisation process in [20] tries to regularise the phase and constructs complex valued CSI
measurements for further classification and clustering. Traditionally, computer vision recognition
algorithms also use similar strategies. Data representation is explicitly designed for specific classification methods to improve the recognition performance, such as features in the face recognition
field: Eigenface[43], Fisherface[10] and Laplacianface[6]. Recently, researchers use deep learning
techniques to train DNN models using raw images without any pre-processing instead. Deep
learning has significantly enhanced performance in many domains, such as face recognition[17],
object recognition[11], etc. It can preserve all the features and avoid unnecessary information loss
by directly processing raw images. Researchers in those domains also propose a framework which
can be generalised to other datasets [21].
ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2019.
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Motivated by the research works in other domains, we propose a general framework and investigate the application of raw CSI measurements for radio-based context awareness applications
without any signal processing. The advantages are two-fold. Firstly, the unmodified CSI measurements preserve all the original and relevant information, and the DNN helps select the desirable
features for context awareness instead of designing feature representation. Secondly, the framework
can be applied to all the CSI based context awareness applications because our proposed algorithm
does not design features for specific application scenarios. Several research works have already
applied deep learning on radio-based context awareness[13, 24, 27, 28], but they have an additional
step to process raw CSI measurements for training a DNN model. Furthermore, they have not
investigated the feasibility of adapting their models to other applications or datasets. Figure 6(a)
shows the structures of those traditional applications. Firstly, they apply a data pre-processing
method to prepare the raw complex-valued CSI samples in the complex domain for further classification. There are two common signal processing methods for CSI data: (1) abstract the amplitude of
complex-valued CSI measurements by calculating absolute values of that in each subcarrier; or (2)
calculate the phase using the sanitisation method introduced in [20], and use phase information to
construct sanitised complex vectors along with the amplitude information or as complimentary of
the amplitude information. The processed measurements are taken into consideration for training
a DNN model.
Different from the traditional methods, we propose a DNN model based general framework by
using the raw CSI measurements in the complex domain directly. To achieve this, our proposed
framework uses the structure shown in Figure 6(b). Instead of initially processing raw CSI measurements, we explore them directly for DNN model training and inference process. As illustrated in
Figure 7, our proposed general framework has the following important components in the neural
network architecture: (1) convolutional layers, (2) batch normalisation layers, (3) average pooling
layers (4) dropout layer (5) fully connected layer and (6) softmax layer. Here are more details of our
proposed architecture.
Raw CSI measurements as Input: For CSI based context awareness, the shape of each instance
is 3 dimensions, i.e. 2𝑚 × 𝑛 × 𝑐. 𝑚 is the number of CSI measurements in one CSI instance. We use
real and imaginary parts together for training our deep model, so the size of this dimension is 2𝑚.
𝑛 and 𝑐 are the numbers of subcarriers and antenna pairs, respectively. Figure 8 shows the example
of one instance.
ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2019.
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Fig. 8. first layer kernel for each step

Convolutional Layer and Batch Normalisation Layers: We use multiple convolutional layers
in our framework. The first layer considers the complex-valued inputs. Figure 8 shows each step
when using Kernel whose size and stride are both 2 × 1. This layer takes both the complex and real
parts of the CSI measurements into accounts. The stride 2 × 1 ensures that this layer only considers
the relevant subcarrier of each sample at one time. The followed convolutional layers use different
size of kernels to explore the diversity of the features. Rectified Linear Unit(ReLU) non-linearity
activation functions are used with convolutional layers. Batch normalisation layers are also used
along with convolutional layers. Since the inputs of DNN are raw CSI instances without any initial
data processing, the batch normalisation layers can scale the activations in order to accelerate the
ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2019.
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Table 1. Radio Based Gesture Recognition Dataset Overview

Dataset ID

Environment

D1
D2
D3
D4

Home
Lab
Lab
Lab

Number of
Gestures
276
276
276
150

Number of
Users
1
1
1
5

Number of
Instances
2,760
5,520
5,520
7,500

training process and improve the performance. The batch normalisation layers are also important
in managing extremely diverse radio signal strength.
Average Pooling Layer and Concatenate Layer: After extracting features from convolutional
layers, we take the neighbouring subcarriers and samples into consideration and use average
pooling layers. These layers play an essential role in recognising various degrees of movements.
As shown in Table 2, in this layer, we used concurrent multiple pool sizes in order to consider
different ranges of subcarriers generated from different contexts. A concatenate layer is appended
to combine features from the outputs of these average pooling layers.
Dropout Layer: Overfitting is a common issue in the machine learning domain when the evaluation
performance decreases with the increase of the training performance [22]. The dropout layer is a
simple but effective technique to address the overfitting issue in deep learning based applications,
which randomly drops a certain percentage of the outputs from the previous layer. Dropout layers
are also employed in our framework to avoid the overfitting in the training stage.
Fully Connected Layer: Fully connected layers, along with ReLU non-linearity activation, are
introduced to assemble the features from the above layers and determine patterns for further
decision making.
Softmax Layer: The final softmax layer is constructed to recognise context based on the hidden
state from fully connected layers.
This paper aims to propose a general framework for radio-based device-free context awareness.
The proposed framework prunes the initial processing of CSI data, which has two advantages.
First, the removal of the pre-processing helps generalise CSI based context awareness without the
consideration of data processing for one particular application. This would equip our proposed
framework with the capability of its application on more application scenarios. Additionally, we
also find that CSI without pre-processing contains more usable patterns, as discussed in Section 3,
which is capable of improving the recognition performance. The following Section 5 will evaluate
our proposed general frameworks with specific DNN structures in two application scenarios.
5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: THE APPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED
GENERAL FRAMEWORK

In this section, we validate our proposed deep neural network based framework based on two
applications to show its generalisation and performance: (1) SignFi: the public datasets from SignFi
[13] for gesture recognition5 ; and (2) Activity: the datasets for radio based activity recognition
with radio frequency interference (RFI) in [32]. The key characteristics and fundamental difference
of these two datasets are (1) SignFi with 276 classes has far more classes than other datasets.
Therefore, the performance in SignFi can provide experience to other real application scenarios. (2)
To show the generalisation of the proposed DNN framework, we also use our collected datasets
Activity. Different from SignFi, one dataset in Activity is collected under radio interference, including
5 The

datasets can be downloaded from https://yongsen.github.io/SignFi/
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more challenges for signal processing. The good performance in that dataset can further support
the generalisation of the proposed framework. In this section, we show the DNN structures for
each application based on the general framework and compare our proposed model with existing
methods. To expedite the use of the proposed framework, we show the effect of the convolutional
layer, the batch normalisation layer, the average pooling layer and the fully connected layer. The
effect of those layers will ease the use of the proposed framework in the real application scenario
and provide valuable experience to researchers and engineers. More details of the datasets in these
two applications can be found in Section 5.1.1 and Section 5.2.1.
We use the true detection rate as the metric that is defined as a ratio of the number of correctly
recognised samples and the total number of data samples. In this section, we evaluate our proposed
method using k-fold cross-validation [16]. Specifically, when using k-fold cross-validation, the
dataset is divided into k disjoint subsets, and k times validations are conducted. In each validation,
one of k disjoint subsets is used as the validation set, and the rest ones are used as the training set.
The overall true detection rate is its average in k validations, and the standard deviation of the true
detection rates in k validations is shown as the error bar with the overall true detection rate in the
corresponding figures to show the uncertainty.
5.1

The DNN Structure and Performance in SignFi Datasets

5.1.1 Dataset Description. There are four public datasets in SignFi obtained from experimental
measurements for radio-based gesture recognition in a laboratory and a home scenario. The
datasets contain raw CSI measurements with regards to different room sizes, distances between the
transmitter and receiver, and orientations of their antennas. In these datasets, the sampling rate of
CSI measurements is 200Hz, and the gesture duration in one instance is between 0.5 seconds and
2 seconds. The instances with a gesture have been segmented. In other words, an instance only
contains a gesture. When using this dataset, we use the same strategy in [13] that samples with one
gesture are used for training. Continuous activities in different instances are considered individually,
which increases the generalisation without the assumption of correlation of neighbouring instances.
The detailed information on the four datasets of SignFi is summarised in Table 1. In D1, 276 gestures
are performed by one user in the home scenario, and 2,760 instances are collected. The CSI instances
from D2 and D3 are simultaneously collected from the receiver and transmitter, respectively. The
receiver and transmitter are deployed in the lab, where 5,520 CSI instances are collected. The
CSI instances in D4 are also collected in the lab scenario, where 7,500 instances of gestures are
performed by 5 users. Please note, due to multiple users in D4, each user’s gestures are recognised
by using his or her own CSI instances so that the DNN can be trained more accurately.
5.1.2 Architecture of DNN model. To achieve the best performance, we use the general framework
and the configuration of the model shown in Table 2. Specifically, we use 4 convolutional layers
each with batch normalisation layer, and 5 average pooling layers, and 1 fully connected layer with
dropout layer.
In this section, we evaluate the proposed method 5-fold cross-validation with all the four datasets,
as the same validation method is used in SignFi [13] as well. The datasets used by SignFi contains
much more classes than other radio-based context awareness research works, which can be fully
exploited to evaluate the proposed general framework. In [13], the authors proposed the deep
learning model along with data pre-processing for radio-based gesture recognition. In this paper,
we investigate the feasibility of using raw CSI without any data pre-processing instead.
When discussing the effect of the convolutional layers, the batch normalisation layers and
average pooling layer, we only change the configuration of that layer category, and the rest layers
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Table 2. Configuration of DNN used in SignFi datasets.

Kernel Size Stride
2x1
2x1
3x3
1x1
5x5
1x1
10 x 10
1x1
Pool Size
AP_1
3x3
AP_2
5x5
AP_3
10 x 3
AP_4
20 x 3
AP_5
40 x 3
Dropout Rate
Dropout
0.8
Number of Unit
Fully connected
1000
Conv_1
Conv_2
Conv_3
Conv_4

use the default model as shown in Table 2. Conv and AP stand for convolutional layer and average
pooling layer, respectively.
5.1.3 Comparing with SignFi. We compare the proposed DNN model with that in SignFi[13]
in terms of the true detection rate 6 . SignFi[13] also uses a deep learning model but hand-crafted
features, i.e. CSI amplitude values. Different from the model from SignFi[13], we explore the raw
CSI without any processing, which reserves all the information, as explained in Section 3. Figure
9 shows the performance of our proposed method, and our DNN model achieves 99.89%, 99.98%,
99.93% true detection rates in the home environment (D1) and the lab environment (D2 and D3),
respectively 7 . SignFi achieves 98.91% and 98.01% true detection rates in the home environment
(D1) and the lab environment (D2 and D3 together), respectively. Please note SignFi has used
feature extraction introduced in [20] which is discussed in Section 3 and results of SignFi shown
in this section are obtained with feature selection if without notation. Differently, our proposed
deep learning model outperforms the existing model without any data pre-processing. SignFi
also discussed the performance of its deep learning model without pre-processing in the home
environment (D1) and the lab environment (D2 and D3 together). Without data pre-processing, the
true detection rates drop to 93.98% and 95.72% using their method, while our proposed method can
still achieve nearly 100% true detection rate. The results confirm that the proposed method without
any data pre-processing can achieve equivalent or even better performance than handcraft feature.
The performance decrease in the existing method can indicate the information loss due to the
data processing. The significance of the performance in this evaluation is the confirmation of the
feasibility of context awareness using the proposed framework without any data pre-processing.
The unnecessity of pre-processing of our proposed framework readily enables its flexibility of
extension to many CSI based applications without much consideration of feature selection for a
special application scenario, which is one of the main contributions in the paper. This will be further
confirmed by the results in Section 5.2 that uses our proposed general framework for another
application: radio-based device-free project recognition in radio frequency interfered environment.
6 The
7 The

results for SignFi with and without signal processing in this section are from [13].
performances of SignFi are from [13], so error bars are not drawn due to the missing of the relevant data in [13].
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Fig. 9. The performance of true detection rate with regards to the four datasets

5.1.4 Effect of the Convolutional Layer. Next, we investigate the effect of the number of convolutional layers. Figure 10 shows the true detection rates of our proposed DNN model with regards
to the number of convolutional layers, where the proposed model applies 4 convolutional layers.
With using less convolutional layers, the performance drops dramatically except dataset D3. In D3,
the true detection rate only drops from 99.93% to 93.59%. The performances using different layers
(i.e. the proposed, 3 layers, 2 layers) are very close. However, the proposed clearly outperforms that
using fewer layers in the other datasets. When using one less layer than the proposed model, the
performance stays similar except the true detection rate drops 7.89% from 99.65% to 91.79% in D4.
For D2 and D4, the true detection rates are only 73.24% and 87.23% with 2 convolutional layers,
and it further drops to 36.81% and 72.88% when only using 1 convolutional layer. These results
confirm that the increasing number of convolutional layers can significantly improve accuracy.
Furthermore, our proposed model with 4 convolutional layers is more robust to all the datasets and
able to achieve a sufficiently good and stable performance.
5.1.5 Effect of The Batch Normalisation Layer. Because of the changing received signal strength,
it is impossible to learn a feasible model without batch normalisation layer.
Figure 11 depicts the true detection rates achieved by applying the proposed DNN model with
and without the batch normalisation layer. In D2 and D3, the true detection rates are no more than
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Fig. 10. The true detection rate of the proposed deep learning model with different number of Convolutional
Layers

2% without the batch normalisation layer. Moreover, the performance of our model without the
batch normalisation layer achieves 20.51% and 50.75% in D1 and D4, respectively. These results
again demonstrate the importance of the batch normalisation layer in the DNN model for CSI based
context awareness applications.
5.1.6 Effect of The Average Pooling Layer. Figure 12 shows the true detection rates of the proposed
model with and without the average pooling layer. In the D1, D2 and D4, the true detection rates
drop 13.64% (to 86.25%), 5.94% (to 94.04%) and 13.4% (to 86.25%), respectively. The performances are
similar in D3. These results show that average pooling layers play a vital role in the performance
stability of the radio-based context awareness.
5.1.7 Effect of Deep Learning. In Section 5.1.3, we have compared our proposed framework with
the existing state-of-the-art feature based deep learning method. To further confirm the capacity
of deep learning, we show the effect of our proposed DNN in SignFi datasets in this section. We
compare the proposed method with the classical machine learning methods random forest. For a
fair comparison, we do not conduct any initial processing before using the random forest method.
Figure 13 clearly shows the proposed method outperforms the random forest. In all the datasets,
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Fig. 11. The true detection rate of the proposed deep learning model with/without the batch normalisation
layer.

the random forest only achieves the performance as a random guess, while the proposed method
can achieve approximately 100% true detection rate.
5.1.8 The Performance in Each Class. Figure 14 shows the confusion matrix for D1, D2, D3, and
D4. In previous sections, we see the true detection rates are 99.89%, 99.98%,99.93% and 99.65% when
using our proposed method. When considering a large number of classes and the small number of
mismatch items, it, if a common heat map colour scheme is used, is not clearly finding incorrectly
labelled classes in the confusion matrix. Therefore, a high contrast colour scheme is used instead to
highlight mislabelled items. To further support the illustration items, the non-zeros elements not in
the main diagonal of a matrix (meaning labelled mislabelled percentage) are circled for D1, D2, and
D3 where the relevant points are still not very clearly visible due to low percentage of mismatched
items. Figure 14 further confirms that our proposed method has a good true detection rate in all
classes, and most of them have 100% true detection rates.
5.2

The Performance in Activity Dataset

5.2.1 Dataset Description. The Activity dataset is from the research work [32], where softwaredefined radio WAPS nodes are used to simulate various 802.11 protocols for radio-based device-free
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Fig. 12. The effect of average pooling

activity recognition. Two WASP nodes were deployed in a one-bedroom apartment. One WASP
node was the transmitter, which sent one packet every 0.1 second. The other WASP node, as the
receiver, received packets and transferred CSI data to a connected PC through a USB cable for
further processing.
Two primary datasets have been collected in two radio frequency conditions, i.e. with and without
radio frequency interference (RFI). When collecting the CSI data, WAPS operated in 5.8 GHz and
used the entire 125 MHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio band. 8 common locationoriented activities were investigated in [32]. In the RFI environment, one router was deployed in the
middle of the apartment and communicated with the PC to generate radio interference in Channel
157 whose bandwidth is 20 MHz. Two secondary datasets in Channel 157, with and without RFI,
were selected to explore the performance of the radio-based device-free activity recognition in
different RFI conditions. To evaluate our proposed general framework, we use these two secondary
datasets, denoted as AD1 (Channel 157 without RFI) and AD2 (Channel 157 with RFI). Each dataset
has 952 instances. In each instance, there are 5 samples, 52 subcarriers and 1 antenna pair. We
also use the same setting 10-fold cross-validation in [32] to evaluate our proposed framework. As
the same use of SignFi datasets illustrated in Section 5.1.3, we use the same method in [32] that
neighbouring instances are considered individually for recognition.
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Fig. 13. The effect of deep learning

5.2.2 Architecture of the DNN model for Activity Dataset. Table 3 shows the architecture of the
DNN model we use for AD1 and AD2. This architecture still uses our proposed general framework
but different settings with SignFi dataset. The reasons for the different settings are two folds. First,
the inputs of the CSI data are different. There is only one transmit-receive antenna pair used in the
configuration of the Activity dataset, but CSI from multiple antenna pairs are collected in SignFi
datasets. More subcarriers from one channel can be accessed to provide CSI from WASP device
(i.e. 52 subcarriers instead of 30). Secondly, the Activity datasets consider the RFI in one secondary
dataset AD2. RFI significantly increases the difficulties of pattern analysis, which is required to
include additional efforts in the DNN model design.
Table 3 shows the model used for the Activity datasets. In this model, we employ 7 convolutional
layers, 3 parallel average pooling layers followed with a concatenate layer, and 2 fully connected
layers each followed with a dropout layer. As discussed in the general framework, the first convolutional layer considers the complex-valued input with 2×1 kernel size and stride. More convolutional
layers are added in this model to address the challenges of noisy data and compensate for the
lack of available antenna pairs. 3 average pooling layers are attached with pool sizes 1 × 2, 1 × 3
and 1 × 4. We use less average pooling layers than that used on the SignFi datasets because the
usable patterns in the neighbouring samples decrease with the impact of the RFI. Furthermore, the
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Fig. 14. Confusion matrix for D1, D2, D3, and D4. Due to the large number of classes and the small number
of mismatch items, a high contrast colour bar is used to highlight mislabelled items. To further support the
illustration items, the non-zeros elements not in the main diagonal of a matrix (meaning labelled mislabelled
percentage) are circled for D1, D2, and D3 where the relevant points are still not very clearly visible due to
low percentage of mismatched items.

consecutive samples in the AD2 with RFI may not be correlated, so we set the first dimension of
the pool sizes of these three average pooling layers as 1. In this case, we only consider one sample
in each average pooling layer. To further improve the performance, we use 1 more fully connected
layer. The softmax layer is used as the final layer for training and inference.
5.2.3 Comparing with the benchmark. In this section, we compare the performance using our
proposed general framework with the method in the previous research work [32]. The research
work [32] introduced one extra step to obtain complex-valued CSI and used it to improve the
performance of device-free activity recognition within the radio frequency interference. Differently,
we explore the raw CSI without any processing. Figure 15 shows the accuracy of our proposed
architecture and the method in [32]8 . The true detection rate increases from 93.48% to 97.40% in
AD1 without RFI, which indicates the advantages of our proposed deep learning based architecture.
The true detection rate using our proposed framework in AD2 is 85.08% the same as that in [32].
Please note our general framework does not need any signal processing, while the previous method
requires the explicit complex-valued CSI processing method design [32]. The results confirm the
8 The

performances of SRC are from [32], so error bars are not drawn due to the missing of the relevant data in [32].
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Table 3. Configuration of DNN used in Activity datasets

Kernel Size
Stride
2x1
2x1
1x2
1x1
1x3
1x1
1x4
1x1
1x 8
1x1
1 x 12
1x1
1 x 16
1x1
Pool Size
AP_1
1x2
AP_2
1x3
AP_3
1x4
Number of Unit / Dropout Rate
Fully connected
1000
Dropout
0.8
Fully connected
1000
Dropout
0.8
Conv_1
Conv_2
Conv_3
Conv_4
Conv_5
Conv_6
Conv_7
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Fig. 15. The performance of our proposed architecture and the method in [31]

feasibility of the application of our proposed deep learning based architecture in challenging RFI
environments.
5.2.4 Effect of the Convolutional Layer. In the section, we show the effect of convolutional
layers in Activity datasets. Because Conv_1 layer is designed for the complex-valued CSI, we only
explore the effect of the remaining 6 layers in this section. Figure 16 shows the performance of our
proposed architecture with different numbers of convolutional layers. Figure 16(a) demonstrates
that the number of convolutional layers does not impact the performance in AD1 without RFI.
The similar results are also observed in SignFi D3 shown in Figure 10(c). The CSI data without
RFI usually contain distinct patterns which can be easily explored for context awareness without
considerable effort. However, when introducing RFI, radio-based context awareness becomes much
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Fig. 16. The true detection rate of the proposed deep learning model with different number of Convolutional
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more challenging. There is an apparent trend of the accuracy decrease with the reduction of the
number of convolutional layers, as shown in Figure 16(b). This confirms that the RFI introduces
the extra challenges to the radio-based context awareness applications, and incorporating more
convolutional layers can increase its performance of deep learning based context awareness model.
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Fig. 17. The true detection rate of the proposed deep learning model with and without batch normalisation
layers.

5.2.5 Effect of The Batch Normalisation Layer. It is observed from Section 5.1.5 that batch
normalisation can significantly improve inference performance and accelerate the training process.
This is further confirmed in Activity datasets that the batch normalisation layers can help analyse
patterns in radio-based device-free context awareness applications. As shown in Figure 17, the
accuracy is below 20% without using batch normalisation layers in both AD1 and AD2. When
applying the batch normalisation layers along with convolutional layers, it is conspicuous that the
accuracy increases more than 80% and 60% in AD1 and AD2, respectively.
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Fig. 18. The true detection rate of the proposed deep learning model with and without average pooling
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5.2.6 Effect of The Average Pooling Layer. In the section, we will discuss the effect of average
pooling layers. Figure 18 shows the true detection rates of activity recognition in AD1 and AD2
with and without average pooling layers. What can be clearly shown in Figure 18(b) is the dramatic
decrease of the accuracy from 85.08% to 80.34% in AD2 without average pooling layers, while Figure
18(a) shows the accuracy remains steady in AD1 without RFI. This reveals that average pooling
layers can improve the performance in the RFI environment.
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Fig. 19. The effect of deep learning

5.2.7 Effect of Deep Learning. In this section, we show the effect of deep learning in Activity
dataset. The same as Section 5.1.7, we compare the proposed method with the random forest method.
Figure 19 clearly shows the comparison between the proposed method and random forest. In AD1
and AD2, the random forest can only achieve 58.07% and 35.45% true detection rates, while the
proposed method conspicuously implies its advantage with the accuracy of 97.40% and 85.08%,
respectively.
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Fig. 20. Confusion matrix for AD1 and AD2

5.2.8 The performance in each class. As shown in Section 5.2.3, the proposed method can achieve
equally good performance in AD2 and better performance in AD1. Figure 20 shows the confusion
matrix using our proposed method on AD1 and AD2. It can be seen that static activities 1-6 (such as
sitting, standing, etc) perform nearly perfect in AD1, while the performances of dynamic activities
7-8 (i.e. walking in two paths) are not as good as activities 1-6, but still have good true detection
rates (i.e. 88.3% and 91.7%). When looking at the performance of AD2 in Figure 20(b), due to the
radio interference, the performances of activities decrease, but activities 1-6 can still maintain
good true detection rates with more than 80%. Activities 1, 3, 4, and 6 can achieve more than 90%
true detection rates. We can see acceptable true detection rates (i.e. 65.0% and 75.0%) in dynamic
activities 7-8 albeit a further reduction compared with AD1 due to radio interference.
5.3

Summary of Evaluation

The proposed framework shows better performance in both SignFi dataset and Activity dataset,
which thus confirms its generalisation. The datasets for these application scenarios have various
data dimension and signal quality. Therefore, different configurations are used for these two
application scenarios. However, they both use the proposed general framework with different
numbers of convolutional layers, dense layers, kernel sizes, etc. CSI data in Activity dataset are with
radio frequency interference, which has a more complex situation. Therefore, more convolutional
layers, dense layers, and larger kernel size are employed to improve the recognition performance.
The same as the majority of CSI based device-free context awareness methods, this paper explores
a supervised machine learning method. This means the system can recognise context with the
training set collected in various scenarios. In most radio-based device-free context awareness
applications, one person is usually monitored[13, 25, 30–32, 40], and radio monitoring devices are
used instead of carers or monitors. For example, in this paper, we have discussed two application
scenarios, i.e. sign language recognition and activity recognition. In the first application scenario,
sign language recognition, radio monitoring system is set up instead of a sign language interpreter.
Activity recognition in the second application scenario is used to assist or replace carers. Therefore,
we use the same mechanism as [13, 25, 30–32, 40] for designing experiments so that scenarios
with multiple people are not considered when collecting training data. When considering a newly
involved scenario, e.g. two users doing activities or gestures within the area of interest, the system
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can still use the proposed framework for training and inference. The only adjustment is the collection
of CSI data within that scenario with multiple people and re-tune the DNN model.
6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an innovative DNN based framework for radio-based device-free
context awareness applications. We are the first to design a general framework of radio-based based
applications, and we have shown the generalisation using extensive experiments. Without any
data pre-processing, our proposed framework can still achieve equivalent or better performance.
We have used public radio-based gesture recognition datasets and activity recognition datasets to
evaluate our proposed model, which results in approximately 100% accuracy for recognising 276
gestures and 85% accuracy for activity recognition with RFI. We have also shown the capability
of our proposed framework for radio-based applications in RFI environments. Finally, we have
discussed the design of DNN structures using our proposed general framework and shown the
effects of different layers in the DNN models in both datasets.
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